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THB MUSIC AT ~ TEMPLfr ESS;\Y ON THE 
STYLE OF THB RITUAL MUSIC OF DAMAI MUSIOANS 

Sophie Laurent 

The music of the nagara bin5 ensemble of Nepal's Damai musiciansl is a 

valuable source for the study of the idea of style as well as the notion of a 
musica l picce in the context of traditional ritua l music. In this context, a 
recognizable collective style is manifest since the same musical constraims 
can be found throughout perfonnances by different ensembles. Yel some 
elements are specificany regional o r even individual . The musical material of 
a specific piece will never be exactly identica l from one perfonnance 10 
another. even ifit is considered to be the same by the musicians playing. The 
musical style seems to allow every performance of a piece to be unique. 

Through the changing performances of riwal music, how can we explain 
the notion of a musical piece? What are the different stylistic elements of its 
constitution lhat link the different perfonnances to a specific piece? Is the 
identity of a piece of ri tual mus ic strictly musical or does it borrow its identity 
from the circumstances in which it takes place? 

In order 10 develop a better understanding of what a piece of riwal music 
is in the context of the mus ic of the Damai musicians. we will examine the 
musical style of the nagara bana ensembles. To illustrate our comments, we 
will turn to the specifi c chruacteristics of the musical style of the nagam bana 
ensemble at the lemple of Manakaman5 in Gorkha Districl. This particular 

example will also serve 10 measure the impact of the socio-cultural context on 
the style and identity o f the musical piece. Our analysis is based on the 
observation of performances as well as the discourse of the mus icians 
involved. Although musical meol)' and philosophy are not articulated among 
the Damai musicians , it is still possible to deduce a non-explicit conception of 

' The o,unai people belong 10 an occupational caste or Ihe hills or Nepal They have the 
double profession or laBor·musicians. Serving IIlOst of !he population. they are hired ror 
family celebrations, communiI)' festivities and ceremonies, processions. as Vr'CU as ror 
religious ritual music. 
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music from their discourse and their music. Our observation focuses on the 
whole musical event from an elltemal point of view supported by the 
comments ofmusv: ians and villagers. 

The idea oJ style 

An examination of the idea of musical style will contribute to a better 
understanding of the Il1Jsical piece in the context of the ritual music of the 
damai. Generally speaking, the idea of style involves musical constants or 
pennanent features and allows choices among variables that distinguish the 
specific interpretations . As a broad definition of style we will refer to the one 
given by Meyer in his book Style and Music: Theory, HislOry and Ideology: 

"Style is a replication of patlcmillg, whether in human bellavior or in 

anifacts produced by Iluman behavior, that results from a series of choices 

made within some set of conslraints." (1989:3) 

In musical Style, the set of constraints will be less imposing atlhe general 
level and more detailed al the level of a specific piece. This is why we can 
speak of a collective style and an individual style. The notion of collective 
style is useful in two ways. First of al~ it is a classification tool that allows for 
the differentiation of a variety of pieces in the same genre. Secondly, it can be 
used as a model to which the musv:ians refer, In this sense, the style becomes 
normative. With regard to the musical tradition of the Damiii, as in many ora l 
traditions, the collective musical style is normative. It imposes limits on 
innovation, especially in the fi eld of ritual music. BUl the nature of the musical 
style of the nagara bana ensembles of the Damiii offers an openness that 
allows each piece and each inlerprelalion to vary, especially at the level of 
fonn. The specific performance of a piece will present characteristics that are 
brought on by the individual style of the musicians involved, 

To measure the scale and the importance of the variations involved in a 
specific musical piece, it: is essential to understand the musical style of the 
corpus to which it relates and the rules that govern it. 

Musical style of the mgari bini mse:mblcs 

The nagarn bana ensembles of the Damai play ritual fl'Ilsic, mostly at 
temples and occasionally during processions. Their performances are the 
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musical offering that accompanies the daily piija 2 and special religious 

ceremonies. These ensenilles are found predominantly at temples devoted to 
goddesses, although some can be found at those devoted to Siva or Bisnu. 
From one re:mple to another, the overall sound of the ensemble varies. This 
depends largely on the instruments available and the musicians who are 
playing. But in all cases, the music of the nagara banii is distinguished by the 
bealing of the nagara drum. TItis large kettledrum gives ilS name to the 

ensemble and is the essential elelrent of the musical fonnation. Frequently, 
the nagarli will be the only instrument played to accompany the pii)§. Its 

particular sound and symbolic meaning are associated with worship.The 
nagara is not only the basis of the musical fonnation; its rhythmic phrases, 
called mUITa are also the main nwsical element on which the form relies. 
Tingey describes them in the following way: "These phrases each in turn 
accelerate the nagara beat until it becomes a drum ron and decelerate out of it 
10 a new tempo (usually faster than the preceding one), but they vary in tenns 
of length of phrnse, tempi, and of rate of acceleration, "," (1994: 197) These 
rhythmic phrases and the sequence they crealf': beCOIre the framework of the 
musical piece, A certain number of mum must be played for the piece to be 
complete. As Tingey rrentions, the length of these phrases will.vary, thereby 
changing the progression of the piece. 

In most nagara biina ensembles, horns and/or trumpets are played. The 
choice of instrumentation is detennined by the instruments available and the 
different musicians playing. Among the horns and trumpets played are the 
kamaJ, kihal, bijuli bana (also known as nag-bcli biijli), dhop bana. sikhar 
and bhen'. They are used in a variety of combinations, playing two or three
note rmtifs at sporadic intervals, Their powerful sounds and peculiar timbre] 
create a temporary intensification of the volume and the texture. There is no 
fixed strategy involved as the musicians enter at random, as they feel The 
bealing of the nagara and the sporndic entries of the horns are the 
fundamental elements of this music, At certain temples, however, the riisa 

2piij.i: worship and offerings rirual. 

3Their timbre and IOOtifs can be compart:d to the sound of the conch, also used 10 
acOOmpany the puji ill many circumstances and not considered by the Nepalese to be a 
musical instrument. 
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(shawm) is played, adding a melodic dimension to the music. The ris:J plays 

and varies motifs based on a specific scale in a free rhythmic style and in an 
omamented, exploratory and sinuous manner. The diffel\!nt sound qualities of 
the iutrument are enhanced by the COnlours of the melody. This is especially 
noticeable when the musician uses vibrato or chooses a straight (non-vibralO) 
sound for sustained notes. The process of melodic development used by the 
riisa player is one of combination and variation of the motifs. As a basis for 

his melodic line. the musician has a bank of motifs that are specirx: to !he 
piece, From these motifs he will choose to SUSlain some nOtes, ~;Ihout 

necessari ly suslaining the same notes at the next occurrence of the motir. 
These motifs can be strung together in a variety of combinations. changing at 
every occurrence of the piece. 

In contrast to the repetitive and cyclica l characlCris tics of the 
entertainment music of paiicai biijii or noumflti biijii en:)emb~5 of the damfii, 
the music of the nagarJ biin5 might appear to have I'inear and progress ive 

melody. But the features of the different motifs are recognizable at every 
occurrence so it might be more appropriate to consider the progression of the 
melody to be cyclical in a spiral manner. the motifs will R:cur, but in different 
combinations and with some variation. In their own independent spheres of 
free non-measured rhythm. the different instruments of the nagarJ bani play 

in a type of stratirlCation where relations between iflSlrurnentsand occurrences 
of diffcrent motifs become purely coincidental. The musical result is the 
product of coincidence thus creating interesting musical combinations. This 
absence of synchrony is the source of the distinctive texture of the nagarE 
bani ensembles. The texture of this music, although very constant, progresses 

in small waves of density in a morphing continuity. An in1ensification of the 
texture can be heard as a drum roll is played on the mJgarJ, as the horns or 
trufT1>ClS interject or as the rJsa rises to a very high pilch. Othe r than these 

smaD fluclUations , the texture remains even and crea tes the sound with which 
the nagari bioii ensemble is associated. The openness of the style allows for 
multiple combinations and a variety of unfoldings. but for the Damiii 
musician the piece remains the same. He follows rules and does not call upon 
innovation. Thcse rules do offer some choice in deciding the moments of the 
horn entries and in the variations of the melody, but es~;enlially, the musician 
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makes his choices in a mechanical way, obeying the tradition he has learned 
from his ancestors. 

In our description of the constanl elements found in the collective 
musical style of the nagari bini, it is important 10 emphasise that the 

instrumentation, fonn and duration, as well as the unfolding of the piece are 
all elements that are not fixed . \\!hat is fixed is the occasion, the intention, the 
type of rhythmic phrases of the nagar!, the texture. the coincidental 
encounters and most mportantly. the process behind !he performance. 

Individualing sp~cijici/j~s: Ih~ music of MaIJJIkJrrwJEs nagari binS 
ms~mbw 

The temple of Manakiimani, situated at the hilltop of a lOOuntain in the 

district of Gorkha, is a very popu la r si te for the Nepalese. As pan of a fami ly 
of temples devoted to goddesses in Ce ntral Nepal, Manakamani is dedicated 

t? Bhagw~(j who, when she is worshipped. is believed 10 grant wishes. The 
tlPJal musIc. of the nagar! biin5 en.'iemble is heard twice daily at the temple. 
Every ~om\O? ~d at every sunset (irall), the musicians accompany the piiji. 
AI Special religIOUS events and ceremonies. the nagariI bioi ensemble will 

play all day long, accompanying the different st:lges of the ritual. as it is 
customary on the day of kartik paiic.'fmi at Manakitn.1ni temple. for 

example. The int:ntion of the musicians is to COntribute to the ritual event 
Their personal imention and subjective viewpoint is not involved in !h~ 
perfonnance. since the musical expression has a social and relig ious function. 
Through the sound of their music. they assist in the piiji and invoke the 

presence: of the Goddess. As the musicians play, the templc's bells are rung by 
the pUblic. Ahhough their intention is not of a musical nature, the sounds of 
the bells seemingly become pan of the musical event. 

The musical piece played is always the same. According 10 the 
m~sic!ans, the title is bhag'lIia(i/.:o laya or the 'melody of Bhagwati'. Others 
Will Simply call it pujako dhun (tune of the pup.) Its melodic motifs are 

recognizable. but its structure varies from one performance to another. 
Through the analysis of two versions of this piece. its constam and variable 
constituents become evident. This also allows us to have an example of the 
individuating style of damJi ritual music. 
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In the two musical examples we have chosen", the instrumentation is that of a 
fun nagara biini ensemble composed of four instruments. The nagani drum, 
the kamfiJ and bijuli-bina horns constitute the basis of the ensemble.' 1lte rasa 

(shawm) adds the melodic dimension to the music. For the purpose of 
comparison, it is important to note that in both of our examples, the same 
musicians are playing. The nagari drum's rhythmic sequence, called mUlTi, 
and the playing of the bijuJj·bin5 and the kamil are nOI distinctive to the style 

of this particular ensemble. We must, however, consider the chosen moments 
of the playing of the horns and the length of their phrases as being specific to 
each performance. The element that allows more uniqueness to this piece is 
the melody of the risa (shawm). The melody of this piece is based on the kafi 

thol (scale type)6. The third and the seventh are usually minor although they 
happen 10 be major in some cadential figures. The use of chromatic intervals 
invo lving the major third, augmented fourth and major seventh a re 
characteristic and add to the sinuous quality of the melody. In the following 
example, presenting the scale type used, the modal center is A. 

Musical example I : l eak Type 

Listening to Ihis melody for the first time, one might hear a pentatonic 
quality, This impression resuhs from the stable notes of the rrclody which are 

4The nm one was the second pcrfOfm3Jlte of the nagJr.i bini ensemble on the rooming or 
11th November, 1995, and the second was recorded on the morning of the 12th 1$ I 

regular dally pup, although Iht d3y was kanik p.llkimi I very importl1n1 day al 
Mimakiim.2nj as hundreds or people come ror the pujS andjiitri (festivities). 
S Oil some OCC3sions they are Ihe only illSlrumelltS played. 
6nIe Il1mai musicialls consultcd did nOI identify in theoretical lenns the nalure of the 
scale used. Thai are scllle I)'pe$ used in the classific:ltion of riSJ in NOM Indian musical 
theory. The kafi film h:l.S the 5.'Ime reatures as the Dorian mode: Ihe third and !.he seventh 
are minor. 
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pitches that the musician chooses to sustain or the ending notes of motifs, 
These stable notes fonn a scale with a pentatonic characte r. 

Musical exLJmple 2.' slab/~ nOl~S 

.The range of pitches that the mUSICian chooses to explore varies 
considerably from one version to me other, III the second Version '. -I . • u,e rasa 
p ay~r explotls the higher register going up to A4, a fourth higher than the first 
verSIon, and thus creates a much wider COntour to Ihe melody. 

Mllsical example 3.' comparison of the range of the two versions analyud 

Besides the mode, another feature that is constant between th I 
ex~ples is the melodic motifs used, In both versions, me musician asse~b~eso 
mOllfs freel b . . . 

y Y JuxtapositIOn. He chooses to sustain some of the pitches 10 
~~h ". ~ ~rs Wit a wide Vibrato, The Juxtaposition and the choice of sustained 
nOle~ Will vary, but the motifs are the same and recognizable. Bel . 
musical e I 4 ,L 'f . OW, tn 

xamp e ,U le trotl s found In this piece are listed Althou h , L 
rhythm is fr th 1 . . g u,e 

ee, e examp es present a rhythmIC COntour that often occurs. The 
whole note represents a sustained note with vibrato, 
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Musical uomple 4: melodic motifs 

As we mentioned earlier. these mOlifs are assembled freely by 
juxtaposition. Musical example 5, an excerpt from the second version, 
illustrates this characteristic. Since the rhythm is (ree and unmeasured, in the 
following musical cltample the eighlh note represents a short rhythmic value, 
the half note a sustained note without vibrato. and the whole note a sustained 
note with vibrato. 
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Ii ,11 11 " 6. /< .. '¥ Ip • I . • • » 

~ 0 ~ ~ • ~ 
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Musical example 5: sequence il/uslr(J(ing the juxtaposilion a/motifs 

The structure of the piece is not only oosed on the number of mum of 
the nagara but also on the progression orllle melodic motifs. The first version 

we analysed gives the impression of a more linear melody in which motifs are 
recu rrent without making the sequence altogether cyclical. The second version 
demonstrates a much clearer form in which long sections are repeated almost 
unvaried a nd a unique section resembling a modulation occurs as the riisa 
player, for a short moment, resorts to another mode. 
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The fonn is the most s ignificant variable cement and creates the most 
striking differe nce between two performances of the same piece by the same 
musicians. Among othe r variables, the range of me rasa, the durat ion of the 
melodic and rhythmic phrases, me length of Ihe piece, and the alealOric 
occurrences of the horns must all be considered. The variability of me mus ical 
material is limited by me imposed process and constant elements such as the 
mode, me melodic motifs, the playing of the nagarii and the horns as well as 
Ihe texture. Anolher important element mat remains conslant is that the 
intention of the musicians is always the same. The expression doesn't vary 
from one version ( 0 Ihe other. The unfolding of the piece, the moment of us 
performance and the individuals playing are the elements that create me 
indi vidual style of the performance. 

Cultural parameters o/style 

Our commCIlIS thus far have been limi ted mostly to the musical 
dimension of the ritual music of the nagarJ biinii ensemble, with only a few 

references to (he cultural aspects. DUI it is imponanl 10 conside r Ihe cuhural 
parameters7 involved in the style of the musical eve nt, especia lly in a ritual 
context that grants symbolic meaning 10 the music. Such parameters allow for 
a beuer understanding of the musical piece. The cu ltural parameters arc extra
artistic but they are part of the perfoffilers' and liste ners' perception of the 
music. In the context of the ritual music of the nagara biinii ensemble, four 
impona nt qualities of the musical piece that relate to the cultura l contel(t are 
its magico-religious quality, enhanced aesthetic qualities rcbted to the 
divinity's appreciation, mechanical characteristics borrowed from the ri tual, 
and the focusing purpose of the music. There is a magico-reli gious quality 
that clings to ritual music. Like worship, the music is an invocati on and a plea 
for the presence of the divinity. Invisible and powerful, !he presence 
manifested through the musical invocation gives the music a mysterious and 
compelling quality. The auspiciousness of this music is an in[rinsic quality 
even if it is imposed by the cultural and immediate context. Since the nagara 
bana ritual music is played for a divinity, aiming to please and to oblain 

favours, onc must come to the conclusion mat a non-explicit idea of beauly is 

7This expression is borrow~d from M~yer (1989:9). 
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attached to it. In writing about rol me (TIbetan ritua l music), Ter Ellingson 
notes that it : 

is indeed performed in a rirual COnt~xt, in ord~r to makea scnsually pleasing 

offering (mchod pal to the Buddhist "gods" (Buddhas. Bodhis:t nvas. 

ProIOCIOrs, Yi dom). For precisely Ihis reason, it must be both sltillfully 

execuled (mkhas pal and aurally pleasant (.rnyan po). If such considerations 

suggest an "esthetic of the alien". designed to ptease the ears of the gods 

rather \han of men, iI muSt be remembered thal the ·gods~ themsclves arc: 

visualized by Tibetans as ideali zed represenllltions of human qualities. RoI 

mo esthetics simply represent human eSlhetlcs in an extreme fonn." 

(1979:225) 

In the same way, it seems that the qualities of the Damai r~ual music are 
elevated to a higher level because the musical event is directed IOward me 
divinity. So, the ritual and religious context and beliers give the musical piece 
enhanced aesthetic qualities such as a cenain beauty that pleases the divinity. 
Pleasing and wOl'5hipping the divinity is the objec tive of the ritual piija. There 
are set actions that are clearly de termined for the proper realisation of the piijii 
Gestures arc regulated by the ri tual and arc executed in a routine manner 
towards a set goal. Simi larly, the action of playing ritual music is quite 
mechanical. Observ ing the rules of the traditional style, the musician plays, 
without involving himself, as his anccslOrs have done and as he has learned 
seeking the successfu l outcome of the ritual. In this way, the music takes o~ 
the rrechanical characteristics of the ritual. The last significant quality relating 
10 context is that the music draws attent ion to the ceremonia l event and the 
presence of (he divinity. Wegner ment ions that, in the context of newari 
musical traditions. "musical structure ca n channe l mental processes in a 
specific direct ion." (1992: 129) In this sense, musical invocation serves a 
focusing purpose (Wegner 1992: 128). In the same way, because the presence 
of the divinity is linked in this contex t 10 the sounding of the instruments , the 
music becomes the vehicle (or medium) for the focusing of the attent ion on 
the ritual and on the present moment. 

Beyond the quali ties impaned by the cul tural aspects, the ritual context 
has a direct impact on the musical piece itself. The choice of the melodic 
motifs and the mode are related 10 the divinity that is being worshipped, to the 
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occasion of the worship and to the place (in our examples. the temple of 
Manakaman3). The durat ion of the piece and in some circumstances its formal 
Structure are directly linked to the process of the piija. Its beginning and 
ending are determined by the actions of the piijari (priest) and some elements 

must be played or omiucd in speci fi c stages of the ritual. For example, the 
piijfiri rings a bell (gh31Jra) giv ing the musicians the signal to begin. 
Depending on the process of the piija, the musica l piece will be modified. 

Finally, among the cultural parameters of the style. we must not forget 
the flexibility of the meaning and the multiple functions of the ritual musical 
piece. Since there are many viewpoints from which the different people 
involved in a ritual event consider the situation, there is undoubtedly a variety 
of meanings and functions. The cultural context aUows the ribJal music 10 
have many meanings and many functions. The variety of perspectives leads to 
what Qureshi identifies as the multi-specificity of the music.8 Summing up 
the impact of the cultural and immediate context on the style of ritual music. 
three points are worth noting. -nle context adds exua-artistic qualities to the 
musical event. The immediate context detemlines some musical constituents 
such as the melodic mode or the duration of the piece. And the socio-cultura l 
context gives the piece a multi-specific character as it allows a variety of 
interpretations from the different viewpoints of the people involved. 

Understanding tile piece of ritunl music tllrougl! its mOtly levels 

Observation of performances and collected comments of musicians lead 
to an understanding of the musical piece in a ritual context on its different 
levels: from the more general level of style to the specific moment of a unique 
performance. On a more generJ. \ level, the musical piece belongs to a 
collective style that prescribes a sound through a specific instrumentation and 
also a musical process that determines the texture and the actions of the 
musicians. As we turn to the idea of a piece of ritual music, we notice that in 
its abstract and unrealised state. it is similar to the idea of style. In the context 

8Qureshi writes of qawwali music: 'This leads me: 10 speculate whether the generally 
assumed "non-specificity" or "COnnototive" nature of musical meaning mighl not morc 
accurately be identified as "multi·specificity". In other words, this analysis suggests that 
music might be seen 10 operate as an open·ended semantic code v.hich allows both the 
performer and listener to choose from am:>ng, or combine. several meanings, each of which 
is itself quite specific." (1987:80) 
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of the ritual music of the Damai, the musical piece imposes musical 

constraints yet gives the possibility of making many choices affecting its 
outcome, as does aeollective style. In a sense, the abstract idea of the piece is 
coUective because it is shared by differe nt people and it has a multipl icity of 
realisations. The musical piece bcco!res a shared reference that is to be re
created at every performance. The uniqueness of the perfonnance is 
determined by the specific time and place in which the pie ce is played. The 
whole musical event has an ephcmeral quality since the configuration of Ihe 
musica l and the circumstantial elements will never occ ur again. The moment 
of the perfonnance not only determines the choice of the piece but also gives 
the rTUlsical piece its special significance. The sacred place where the piece of 
ribJal music is perfomled also imposes musical characteristics and cuhural 
meaning. The abstract idea or the model9 of a specific piece of ritual music is 
in accordance with the style and offcrs additiona l constra ints to the process. 
Among the specifications of a musical piece, there will be the melodic mode 
and some melodic motifs. During the performance . the musicians involved 
will contribute an individual style through Iheir musical choices and the sound 
of their instruments. From this perspective, we can understand the musical 
piece as being both an aural and a procedural reference as well as a unique 
musical objecl resulting from the specific performance of the piece. 

To sum up, a piece of ritual music belonging to a collecti ve style and 
played in an individual style is a unique product of an original proposition (the 
model), resulting from theconfiguration of musical and cultural elements in a 
set time and place. 

Stylt as process arul music as a result 

Ritual is often underSlood to be strict in nature, as a series of imposed 
actions having a goal. Allhough the ritual music of the Damai does foUow 

certain rules, it is at the same time quite free and exploratory. The striclness is 
most apparent at the level of the style. In this context, musical style is a 
determined process that is almost mechanical. The musicians' set actions. 
affecting their way of playing, aim to bring auspiciousness to the ribJa l and to 
please the div inity, This strictness is complemented by an open quality which 

9 
lort31-Jacob defines the model as a stable and permanent reference !'I~' allO\\lS the 

emergence of infinite realizations. (1987;45·46). 
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allows for a variety of outcomes. The openness in question refers 10 the 
prevalence of coincidental events occurring at each performance. The 
coincidental relations of the different instruments' individ[lal phIases create an 
infinite number of possible realisations. The presence of coincidence and the 
impact of the irrunediate context leads to understanding the piece of Damiii 

ritual music as being the result of the different musical a nd cultural elemenls 
intertwined at the momenl of perfonnance. 

Is this model of ritual music specific to the tradition of thf: Darnai musicians? 
The sound of the nagara bfinJ ensembles of the Damai musicians is 

distinctive, but the ope~ess of the musical piece and the impact of the rimal 
context on the music is not Research on the ritual music of other socio
cultural groups of Nepal have shown characteristics that lead towards this 
interpretation. But more fieldwork and inquiry must be undertaken from the 
perspective of aesthetics before any conclusions can be made on the whole of 
ritual music traditions of Nepal. 
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Ghailtu dancing in the village of Klinu 
(photo P. Moisala) 

Ram SaTan Nepali, Gaine 
(photo G. W egner) 





The carya dance 'Paiicabuddha ' 
perfonned by Dance Mandal 

(photo R. Widdess) 

Hani woman playing the gobe (YuaJlya.ng district) 
(photo P. Bouchery) 

"MY MUSIC I S MY LIFE": 

THE IDENTIFICATION OF STYLE AND PERFORMANCE 

IN GAINE MUSIC 

Hans Wcisethaunet 

"All of my life I have been playing and singing with the 
people. Within this sarangi is my entire li fe. And when I 
die, thi s who le instrument will go with mc," 

Ram 5aran Ncpali, 1994 

"Style is the man; but wc can say: style is, at Icast, two 
men, or morc precisely, man and his social grouping, 
incamated by its accredited representative, the listener, who 
participates actively in the internal and external speech of 
the first." 

Vo!oshinov/Bakhtin, 19261 

Styles arc engraved and ingrai ned in cuh ures the way 
grooves arc engraved and ingra ined in record discs," 

Sleve n Fcld, 19882 

On May 25, 1996. Ram Saran Ncpali died. Present at the cremation 
ceremony by the banks of the Bagmati River. at Pashupatinath tcmple in 
Kathmandu, werc hi s closest fam il y, his two wi ves and children from 
both marr iages. There were also many others, including friends and 
well known Nepalese artists, musicians, poets and officia l cultural 
representatives. Radio FM l OO, a newly established radio station serv ing 
the Katbmandu Valley. ai red a special programme in honour of his 
memory, which was broadcast the day afler the ceremony. Everyone 
interviewed during that event fcl t lhat Nepal had lost a very great artist. 

lTodorov (1984:62). From V.N. Voloshinov, "Slovo v zhizni i slovo v poezii." 
Zvezda 6 (1926), 244 - 67. Ens. trans. Wlad GOOzich. 
2Reprinted in FeldIKeil (1994:11 1). 
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